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The 1902 eruption

Some relatively primitive magma (in yellow) rose 
up through the layers, and mixed with the 
evolved magma. This triggered a sudden surge 
in degassing – a surge in the supply of gas to the 
already-pressurized storage zone. The overlying 
crust fractured, opening a new conduit to the 
surface. This explosive decompression lasted 
nearly three days; the eruption column rose 
29 km into the atmosphere.

The 1920s

After 1902, the conduit stayed open 
so magma could quite easily rise 
upwards. But it wasn’t until 1922 
that degassed, mixed magma left 
over from 1902 found it’s way to 
the surface. This magma oozed 
out of the vent as rigid blocks, 
which built up into lava domes 
and lava flows.

The present day (main image)

Santiaguito’s lava has got gradually 
less evolved over time. This 
suggests that the layered storage 
zone is being slowly emptied from 
the top. However, the storage zone 
is extremely big (estimated at 
65 km3, the same volume as 
57,000 Wembley stadiums!), and 
it’s being constantly re-filled from 
below as primitive magma rises 
up from the mantle.
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Flow
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Before 1902

Santa María volcano stopped erupting around 25,000 
years ago, but magma was still rising into the crust from 
the mantle. Because it could no longer erupt, this 
magma was stored in the lower crust. Over time, a huge, 
layered storage zone formed. The most primitive magma 
(fresh from the mantle – in red) was at the bottom, and the 
most evolved (in blue) was at the top. As magma evolves, 
its chemistry changes – this is shown by the changing 
colours on this poster. 

One of the largest volcanic eruptions 
of the 20th century happened at Santa 
María in 1902. The explosion left a 
huge crater in one side of the mountain.

                                  The Santiaguito complex of lava domes 
and lava flows began to grow in that crater in 1922, and it’s 
still erupting today (2012). The main image shows a typical 
Santiaguito explosion – there can be several of these each 
day. Other hazards include ash clouds, pyroclastic flows 
(explosive clouds of scorching gas, ash and rock that move 
along the ground), lahars (surges of ash mixed with water 
that flow down-river), rock falls, and the release of toxic 
volcanic gases.

Volcanic gases are dissolved in the liquid 
rock deep underground. As magma rises 
towards the surface, these gases exsolve 
to form bubbles, and the bubbles 
escape upwards. Because it’s very 
difficult to measure gases as they come 
out of the vent, we used a crystal called 
apatite to estimate how much gas 
Santiaguito releases. 

Apatite crystals grow in the storage zone, 
from the liquid rock. Apatites  absorb 
                    dissolved gases, and they 
                    are preserved in the magma 
                    when it erupts. Analysis of 
                    Santiaguito’s apatites tells us 
                    that up to 260 million grams 
                    (Mg) of sulfur dioxide, 150 
                    Mg of hydrogen fluoride, and 
                    700 Mg of hydrogen chloride 
                    are released each day.

5  This means that explosion plumes 
and lava can both emerge from 
the same vent at the same time.

4  The blocky magma is eventually pushed out 
onto the surface, where it forms lava flows.

3  As the rigid, brittle magma is forced upwards, 
it may fracture into blocks along lines of 

weakness provided by the bubble network. 
Explosion plumes of gas and ash can rise up 

through the gaps between these blocks. 

This poster summarizes my Ph.D. research on 
Santiaguito, carried out at the University of 
Oxford and funded by the Natural Environment 
Research Council UK. If you want to know more, 
you can download a booklet (suitable for non-
scientists) from http://vhub.org/resources/2268; or 
visit the following websites: www.insivumeh.gob.gt 
(Guatemala’s geological survey); 
www.conred.gob.gt (Guatemala’s disaster 
management council); and www.volcano.si.edu 
(Global Volcanism Program, Smithsonian 
Institution). For a copy of my thesis, with full 
scientific details, or if you have any questions 
or comments, email me: 
jeannie.scott@hotmail.co.uk. 

Magma is often stored in one or more chambers in the 
Earth’s crust. It’s here that magma evolves, and large 

crystals grow. Amphibole crystals are particularly useful 
because their chemistry depends on the temperature 

and pressure in the chamber. 

Santiaguito’s amphiboles tell us that magma evolves 
over a very wide range of depths (25 to 12 km, right), 
making a “chamber” unlikely. A network of pipes and 

channels called a storage zone is more realistic (main 
image). Primitive magma  (in red) enters the base of 

this zone, then evolves as it rises.

There is no evidence for shallow magma 
storage at Santiaguito, although it is 

common at other volcanoes. Scientists 
often try to predict activity by looking for 

shallow magma, but this approach might 
not work for Santiaguito.

If Santiaguito continues to grow, it will spill 
further out of the relatively flat 1902 crater 

and onto the steeper slopes of Santa María. 
Surveys to assess the possibility of partial 
collapse of the complex down these steep 

slopes are recommended.

2  The texture and chemistry of tiny crystals that form in 
the conduit tell us that Santiaguito’s magma rigidifies 
up to 800 m underground. This means magma isn’t a 

liquid anymore, but it’s not quite fully solid either. 
Rigid magma is brittle, so it can fracture.

1  Degassing  intensifies as magma nears the surface; 
the many bubbles form a network within the magma.
   This network is preserved when magma rigidifies. 

What does this mean?

The evidence suggests that a very large 
magma storage zone exists beneath 

Santiaguito, so volcanic activity could 
continue for many more years. 

However, activity could change or end if 
something prevents that magma from 

reaching the surface. 

As long lava flows move down the slopes of Santa 
María, they transport the danger of pyroclastic flows 

and rock falls closer to populated areas, so they 
need to be carefully monitored.

The way magma blocks grind past each 
other produces abundant ash, so lahars 

(ash plus river water) will continue to be a 
major hazard downstream of Santiaguito.

Magma remains in the hot conduit for some 
time after it rigidifies, triggering growth of a 
crystal called cristobalite. If cristobalite-rich 

ash is inhaled regularly by humans, it can
 cause breathing difficulties and even lung 

disease. Most of Santiaguito’s ash falls 
close to the vent, reducing the danger to 

the local population.
Santiaguito releases significant volumes of 
toxic gases. The vent is several kilometres 

from populated areas, but the impact of gases 
on the local environment should be assessed.

Santiaguito is an unusual volcano, 
so more scientific research is needed 

to help us understand it’s behaviour.

The staff of INSIVUMEH and the Santa María 
Volcano Observatory work hard to monitor 

Santiaguito. They need financial, technical, and 
moral support to help them reduce the risk to 

the local population, and increase the 
community’s resilience to volcanic hazards.
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8 Santiaguito’s lava forms either domes or flows                                 

depending on the abundance of bubbles                                 
in the lava, and/or the local topography.                                 

 If rigid lava contains an extensive bubble                                      
network, it can easily break into blocks;                                      

these blocks can flow (like grains of sugar                                      
 flow). If rigid lava doesn’t contain many                                      

                                  bubbles, lava might not fracture into                                      
blocks, but emerge from the vent as                                      

massive spines that form lava domes.                                     

 Santiaguito’s domes were built on the relatively flat crater floor; 
flow lava emerged onto the sloping sides of the domes, and 

later spilled out of the 1902 crater, onto the steep sides of 
Santa María. 
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